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Current-driven domain wall (DW) motion is investigated in Pt/Co/GdOx nanostrips with

perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. Measurements of the propagation field and the energy barrier for

thermally activated DW motion reveal a large current-induced torque equivalent to an out-of-plane

magnetic field of �60 Oe per 1011 A/m2. This same field-to-current scaling is shown to hold in both

the slow thermally activated and fast near-flow regimes of DW motion. The current-induced torque

decreases with 4 Å of Pt decorating the Co/GdOx interface and vanishes entirely with Pt replacing

GdOx, suggesting that the Co/GdOx interface contributes directly to highly efficient current-driven

DW motion. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4737899]

There has been much recent interest in using current-

driven magnetic domain walls (DWs) in nanoscale ferromag-

netic tracks for high-performance magnetic memory1,2 and

logic3,4 device applications. Recent experiments show that

DWs in materials with strong perpendicular magnetic anisot-

ropy (PMA) exhibit lower critical currents for displacement

than in-plane-magnetized materials, and can be driven at

velocities of up to several hundred m/s by electric current

alone.5–9 Together with the narrow width and thermal stabil-

ity of DWs in high-PMA materials, the enhanced efficiency

of current-driven DW motion makes out-of-plane magne-

tized thin films well suited to achieving competitive device

performance.

In thicker ferromagnetic films in which interfacial

effects can be neglected, current-driven DW motion is well

described by adiabatic and nonadiabatic spin-transfer torques

(STTs) exerted by the conduction electron spins on the DW

magnetization.10 However, out-of-plane magnetization is

usually achieved by sandwiching ultrathin ferromagnetic

films between nonmagnetic high-Z metals such as Pt, Au, or

Pd that generate PMA in the adjacent ferromagnet via inter-

facial spin-orbit coupling (SOC). As the ferromagnet is typi-

cally only a few monolayers thick, SOC at these interfaces

can lead to additional current-induced torques qualitatively

distinct from the usual STTs.11–14 Miron et al. reported

current-driven DW velocities approaching 400 m/s in Pt/Co/

AlOx stacks,6 much larger than expected from STT alone

and in a direction opposite to the electron flow. They attrib-

uted these results to a large out-of-plane effective field of

�80 Oe per 1011 A/m2,15 augmented by a SOC-mediated

transverse Rashba field16 thought to stabilize the Bloch DWs

such that they moved rigidly17 rather than by precession.

Evidence for a large current-induced transverse field has

been independently confirmed in Pt/Co/AlOx (Refs. 16 and

18) and Ta/CoFeB/MgO,19 but highly efficient current-

driven DW motion has not yet been reported in any metal/

oxide structure beyond Pt/Co/AlOx.

It was recently argued that in addition to a transverse

effective field, Rashba SOC in asymmetric structures should

generate a Slonczewski-like torque13,14 similar to that

induced by perpendicular current injection in magnetic mul-

tilayers.20 Together, these Rashba spin-orbit torques could

account for the direction and high-efficiency of current-

driven DW motion reported in Pt/Co/AlOx.13 However, a

Slonczewski-like torque can also arise through spin pumping

from the adjacent high-Z metal via the spin Hall effect

(SHE),21,22 which was invoked to explain observations of

magnetization switching by in-plane current injection.21–23

Very recent theoretical analyses13,14 suggest that when dissi-

pative corrections are taken into account, the torques gener-

ated by Rashba-SOC and SHE-induced spin-pumping yield

phenomenologically equivalent current-driven dynamics. It

is therefore essential to isolate interfacial contributions to the

current-induced torques to identify the dominant mecha-

nisms in real materials systems.

In this letter, we examine current-driven DW motion in

out-of-plane magnetized Pt/Co/GdOx films with strong

PMA. We have recently shown that an electric field applied

across the GdOx can control DW propagation by modulating

the interfacial PMA,24 implying that significant SOC exists

at the metal/oxide interface. Strong Rashba splitting has pre-

viously been observed at the surface of oxidized Gd,25 sug-

gesting that Rashba-SOC might likewise manifest at the Co/

GdOx interface. Here we show that an in-plane current gen-

erates a large effective out-of-plane field of �60 Oe per

1011 A/m2 that drives DWs against the electron flow direc-

tion. Decorating the Co/GdOx interface with just 4 Å of Pt

diminishes the efficiency of the current-induced torque sig-

nificantly, and when the GdOx is replaced by a symmetric Pt

overlayer the torque vanishes entirely. These results suggest

that the metal/oxide interface plays a direct role in generat-

ing this large current-induced torque.

The thin-film stack had the form Si/thermal-SiO2(50)/

Ta(4)/Pt(3)/Co(0.9)/GdOx(3) (numbers in parentheses indi-

cate thicknesses in nm). The metal layers were deposited by

DC magnetron sputtering under 3 mTorr of Ar at a back-

ground pressure of �1� 10�7 Torr. The GdOx films were

grown by DC reactive sputtering of a metal Gd target in an

oxygen partial pressure of �5� 10�5 Torr. The as-grown Pt/

Co/GdOx films had a saturation magnetization of �1300 emu/

cm3 and strong PMA with an in-plane saturation field of �8

kOe, measured using vibrating sample magnetometry.

To examine DW dynamics in these structures, 500 nm

wide Pt/Co/GdOx strips with Ta(3)/Cu(100) electrodes were
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patterned with electron beam lithography and liftoff as

shown in Fig. 1(a). DW motion was detected with a high-

bandwidth scanning magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE)

polarimeter,26 with a focused beam spot size of �3 lm posi-

tioned with a high-resolution sample scanning stage. DWs

were initialized by the Oersted field from a 25 ns-long cur-

rent pulse (�100 mA) injected through the Cu line orthogo-

nal to the magnetic strip. The DW was then driven along the

strip under combinations of out-of-plane magnetic field and

an in-plane current injected along the strip as shown in Fig.

1(a). Current densities below �1� 1011 A/m2 were applied

with a high-impedance DC current source. The higher cur-

rent densities used in the fast DW measurements described

below were injected with a voltage pulse generator turned on

50 ns before the DW initialization pulse and maintained just

long enough for the DW to traverse the strip (up to 20 ls) to

prevent electromigration. In all cases, the injected current

was monitored using an oscilloscope as shown in Fig. 1(a).

The substrate temperature Tsub was controlled using a ther-

moelectric module stable to 60.1 K, and was maintained at

308 K unless otherwise noted.

We first characterized the effect of current on the DW

propagation field Hprop. MOKE hysteresis loops were meas-

ured at a fixed position �7 lm away from the DW initializa-

tion line using a triangular field sweep waveform with a

frequency of 17 Hz. During each field cycle, a DW was ini-

tialized at the zero-field crossing on the rising side only using

a 25 ns-long nucleation pulse as described above. The posi-

tive switching field thus corresponds to the propagation field

Hprop of the initialized DW, whereas the negative switching

field is the nucleation field Hnuc to form a reverse domain at

a random location. Figure 1(b) shows magnetization switch-

ing in a Pt/Co/GdOx strip at three current densities27

J¼�0.61, 0 and þ0.61� 1011 A/m2, each with 70 cycles

averaged to account for stochasticity. Hnuc is independent of

J, while Hprop increases significantly with electron flow

along the field-driven propagation direction (J> 0), and

decreases when J is reversed.

The variation of Hprop with J is plotted in Fig. 1(c).

Measurements were repeated on three nominally identical

strips yielding an average field-to-current ratio DHprop/

DJ¼ 57 6 3 Oe/1011 A/m2. As observed in other Pt/Co sys-

tems,5,6,28,29 DW propagation is facilitated (hindered) when

it is parallel (antiparallel) to the current direction. This

behavior is contrary to the typical behavior under STT,

which assists DW propagation in the direction of electron

flow. Identical results were obtained with the opposite con-

figuration of magnetization across the DW, realized by

reversing the polarities of the driving field and initialization

pulse. This demonstrates that the Oersted field from the

injected current cannot play a significant role.

As shown in Fig. 1(c), when a thin Pt layer of 4 Å was

inserted between the Co film and the GdOx overlayer,

DHprop/DJ dropped to 33 6 2 Oe/1011 A/m2. Moreover, no

current-induced effects were observed in symmetric Pt(3)/

Co(0.9)/Pt(3) strips, which were identical to Pt/Co/GdOx

except for the topmost layer. These results suggest that the

Co/GdOx interface plays a direct role in generating the

observed large current-induced torque.

The DW propagation field depends on temperature and

the timescale over which reversal is probed, and is therefore

an indirect probe of thermally activated DW motion through

the defect potential landscape. The DW velocity in the ther-

mally activated regime follows an Arrhenius behavior

v¼ voexp(�EA/kT), where the thermal activation energy bar-

rier EA directly reflects the influence of the driving field and/

or current on the DW dynamics. To access EA directly, we

have measured thermally activated DW velocities as a

function of field, current, and temperature, and used an

Arrhenius analysis to unambiguously assess the influence of

current on EA.30

Average DW velocities were extracted using a time-of-

flight technique as described in Ref. 26. Starting from the

saturated state, a reversed driving magnetic field H and cur-

rent density J were applied, and a reverse domain was then

generated by a 25 ns current pulse in the transverse nuclea-

tion line. Time-resolved MOKE transients were then

acquired as a function of position along the strip. Fig. 2(a)

shows time-resolved MOKE transients (magnetization rever-

sals) averaged over 150 cycles at several positions along the

strip. The exponential tail of each averaged transient, whose

breadth increases with increasing DW displacement, reflects

the stochastic nature of thermally activated DW motion.26

The average DW arrival time, taken as the time t1/2 at which

the probability of magnetization switching was 0.5, increases

linearly with distance from the DW nucleation line (inset of

Fig. 2(a)). These data show that DWs propagate with a uni-

form average velocity along the strip, governed by motion

through a fine-scale disorder potential. The average DW ve-

locity increases exponentially with driving field (Fig. 2(b)),

as expected for thermally activated propagation.

The DW velocity at four different substrate temperatures

Tsub as a function of H (at J¼ 0) and J (at H¼ 169 Oe) is

shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), respectively. The DW velocity

increases by nearly an order of magnitude with J parallel to

the field-driven propagation direction and decreases similarly

FIG. 1. (a) Micrograph of a 500-nm wide Pt/Co/GdOx strip and measure-

ment schematic. With J< 0, the current is in the same direction as (and elec-

tron flow opposes) field-driven DW motion. (b) Hysteresis loops showing

the DW propagation field changing and nucleation field invariant with

injected DC current densities (J¼� 0.61, 0, and þ0.61� 1011 A/m2). Note

the breaks in the horizontal scale to show details. (c) Plot of the DW propa-

gation field change DHprop against the injected DC current density in Pt/Co/

GdOx, Pt/Co/Pt/GdOx, and Pt/Co/Pt strips (whose zero-current propagation

fields are 170, 250, and 160 Oe, respectively).
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when J is reversed, in agreement with the trend in Hprop ver-

sus J (Fig. 1(c)). Notably, a temperature increase of just 24 K

also enhances the DW velocity by an order of magnitude,

highlighting the importance of accounting for even weak

Joule heating in such measurements. In Figs. 2(e) and 2(f),

we have extracted EA at each driving condition, taken as the

slope of ln(v) versus Tstrip
�1, where Tstrip¼TsubþDT and DT

is the temperature increase due to Joule heating. DT was

measured by comparing the strip resistance versus Tsub at

J¼ 0 to the strip resistance versus J at constant Tsub, giving a

small correction DT¼ hJ2 with h¼ 0.8 K/[1011 A/m2]2.

The data in Figs. 2(e) and 2(f) show that EA is lowered

with increasing H and with increasing J parallel to DW

motion. This strong variation of EA with J in the Pt/Co/

GdOx strip is in contrast with our previous results on sym-

metric Co/Pt multilayer strips, in which EA was insensitive

to current.30 The linear scaling of EA with field and current is

consistent with the depinning regime of thermally activated

DW motion,30,31 corresponding to the intermediate regime

separating DW creep and viscous flow dynamics previously

identified in this velocity range.30 By comparing the slope of

EA versus H to that of EA versus J, we arrive at a field-to-

current ratio of 67 6 8 Oe/1011 A/m2, in reasonable agree-

ment with the ratio derived above from the change in Hprop

with J. This analysis indicates that the slope DHprop/DJ pro-

vides an accurate assessment of the efficiency of current-

driven DW motion.

In Fig. 3, we use the same time-of-flight technique to

investigate high-speed DW motion as DW dynamics

approaches the flow regime, driven by combinations of field

and current. Following the procedure in Ref. 26, the DW ve-

locity was extracted by measuring the DW arrival time at

multiple positions along the strip (Fig. 3(a)). Fig. 3(b) shows

a series of DW mobility curves at several injected current

densities. With current parallel to DW motion (J< 0), the

DW mobility curves are lifted to higher velocities, approach-

ing 200 m/s in the fastest cases. When J is incorporated as

part of an effective out-of-plane field Heff¼Hþ eJ, where

e¼�63 Oe/1011 A/m2, the mobility curves converge to the

same dynamic scaling as shown in Fig. 3(c). Therefore, even

at these high DW velocities, the influence of current can be

entirely accounted for by an effective out-of-plane field with

the same field-to-current ratio found from slower DW

motion.

In the present experiment, random nucleation in the strip

limited the maximum driving field that could be employed,

preventing access to the linear flow regime of DW dynamics.

The exponential increase of DW velocity with Heff in Fig.

3(b), together with a weak temperature dependence observed

in separate measurements, indicates that DW motion at these

high velocities (though approaching the viscous flow regime)

FIG. 2. (a) Averaged DW transients probed at several positions at

Tsub¼ 324 K, H¼ 169 Oe, J¼þ1.05� 1011 A/m2. The inset is a plot of av-

erage DW arrival time t1/2 against probed position, with the linear fit indicat-

ing a uniform average velocity. (b) Purely field-driven DW velocity

spanning more than 5 decades at Tsub¼ 308 K. (c and d) DW velocity at sev-

eral substrate temperatures versus applied field with J¼ 0 (c) and versus cur-

rent density with H¼ 169 Oe (d). (e and f) Activation energy versus applied

field (e) and versus current density. (f)

FIG. 3. (a) Averaged DW transients at three positions at Tsub¼ 308 K, H¼ 130 Oe, J¼�6.5� 1011 A/m2. The inset is a plot of average DW arrival time t1/2 against

probed position, with the linear fit to extract the DW velocity. (b) DW velocity versus applied field at Tsub¼ 308 K at several different current densities. (c) DW velocity

plotted against effective magnetic field Heff¼Hþ eJ.
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is still governed by thermal activation. According to a recent

finite-temperature micromagnetics study by Martinez,32 ther-

mally activated DW propagation at v> 1 m/s in a PMA

nanostrip with defects occurs by DW precession. The results

indicated that a DW can more readily overcome the pinning

potential energy barrier by exploiting both the translational

and precessional degrees of freedom. In a related study,17

Martinez showed that a large current-induced transverse

Rashba field raises the threshold driving force required for

sustained DW motion by suppressing the precessional mode.

Comparing Fig. 5 in Ref. 17 and Fig. 9 in Ref. 32, the current

density required to move the DW at � 10 m/s increases by a

factor of 4 in the presence of the Rashba field compared to

the zero-Rashba field case. With the strong transverse field

increasing the energy barrier for transformation between the

Bloch and Néel configurations, the low-energy precessional

mode is disabled and the DW can propagate only by rigid

translation at higher driving currents.

If a large current-induced transverse field were present

in the experiments at hand, the velocity of thermally acti-

vated DW motion at a given effective driving field Heff

would be expected to decrease at large current densities.

However, as shown in Fig. 3(c), DW dynamics remain

unchanged for a fixed Heff even at large currents and vanish-

ingly small applied fields. The convergence of the mobility

curves to one common dynamic behavior (Fig. 3(c)) suggests

that DWs in the Pt/Co/GdOx strip move by precession under

all driving conditions. We thus do not observe any evidence

for the existence of a transverse Rashba field sufficiently

strong to qualitatively change the DW dynamics by sup-

pressing precessional motion as indicated in Ref. 6.

In this study, we have demonstrated that a Co/GdOx

interface greatly enhances the efficiency of current-driven

DW motion in the ultrathin Co/Pt structure. Current injected

into the Pt/Co/GdOx strip generates a strong out-of-plane

effective field of � 60 Oe per 1011 A/m2 that propels the DW

in the direction of the current. Decoration of the Co/GdOx

interface diminishes the current-induced torque, suggesting

that this interface plays a direct role in the current-driven DW

motion. The high efficiency of current-driven DW motion in

Pt/Co/GdOx is similar to what has been observed in Pt/Co/

AlOx, suggesting a common mechanism of interfacial current-

induced torques in Pt/Co/oxide structures. However, we did

not observe any evidence of an effective Rashba transverse

field strong enough to suppress precessional DW motion.
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